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Templars Primary School.
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Sports College.
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Coventry University.
Basic Info
I am a confident and outgoing young man
with experience in a variety of media forms;
I am studying Media Production at Coventry
University, where I study film, photography and other media related formats. I
excel in creativity and capturing that perfect shot. One of my huge passions is
cars; this inspired me to create my own automotive photography and
videography company. I am a published photographer in magazines and
Internet articles.
Strengths
I have great imagination, very creative, an outgoing and likeable personality,
very sociable and my friends, family and peers say I am constantly smiling. I
have a good understanding of a wide range of media based programmes from
Motion, Final cut, Flash, Dreamweaver and of course Photoshop. I have
gained experience in social media, creating and marketing my own Facebook
page and liaising with different companies.
Work experience
I have worked on various media projects ranging from graphics, web design,
social media, video and photography. Being able to have the skills to
complete a whole project makes me very versatile and employable.
Achievements
Whilst studying an animation course at school I was presented with a
certificate and trophy at the woodlands gifted and talented presentation, for
my animation and portfolio. My tutor said that I gained the accolade for the
quality of my work and the effort I put in to the course. I received a distinction
on my first college course, which was a BTEC Interactive Media First
Diploma. I then went on to be awarded a BTEC National Diploma in
Interactive Media Level 3 with overall distinctions.
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